
               Representation/Imagination Unit: Lesson Outline 
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 -  -  Representationally Focused                              -  Representationally and Conceptually Focused 
 

    -  Conceptually Focused 

 
Lesson 

 
Duration 

 
Key Concepts Addressed  

 

 
Materials 

 
UNDERSTANDING 

LIGHTING VARIABLES 
 

 

 
1 Week 

 
(1 lesson day, 
4 project days) 

 

 
• “Cold” vs. “Warm” Light  

 
• Experimenting with indoor 

spotlighting, ambient outdoor lighting, 
candlelight, and fluorescents 

 
• Selection of medium based on nature 

and source of light 
 

 
Technical pencils, acrylic 
paint, charcoal pencils, 

India ink, heavy drawing 
paper, 
Keynote 

 
 

 
COMPLEMENTARY COLOR 
GRAYSCALE DRAWINGS 

 

 
1 Week 

 
(1 lesson day, 
4 project days) 

 

 
• Reaching a neutral gray through 

complimentary color mixing 
 
 

 
Colored pencils, heavy 

drawing paper, 
 

 
MULTI-SENEORY “HIDDEN 

OBJECT” 
 

 
1 Day 

 
(1 lesson day) 

 
• Exploring creative techniques to spark 

the imagination 
 

• Using senses beyond sight in art-

making 
 

• Introducing Symbolism/cognitive 

association 
 

 
Wooden box, 

“hidden object,” 
technical pencils, scrap 

paper, QuickTime,  
 Keynote 

 
QUESTIONAIRRE-BASED 

PEER PORTRAIT 
 

 
1 Week, 4 

days 
 

(1 lesson day, 
8 project days) 

 

 
• “Essence” vs. “Facade” 

 
• Compiling/editing/ 

prioritizing source material (creative 
decision-making) 

 
Colored pencils, 

acrylic paint, 
heavy drawing 
paper/canvas 

board/illustration board 

 
SURREALIST-INSPIRED 

FINAL ARTWORK 
 
 
 

 
2 Weeks 

 
(1 lesson day, 
9 project days) 

 

 
• Combining meaningful concept with 

elements of representational art-making 
 

• Metaphor and dream imagery 
 

 
Technical and colored 

pencils, acrylic paint, oil 
sticks (or pastels), 
Illustration board, 

 Keynote 



Unit-Long Goals: 

 

1. Where do we start when trying to grasp something as broad as ‘art’? 

 

Students will experience two different approaches to art-making, learning 

the advantages of both. This will serve as a simple overview from which 

the student can eventually springboard into the intricacies of the art world. 

This unit is the first step towards understanding art that may presently be 

unknown and strange to the student.  

 

 

2. How can we make art meaningful? 

 

Students will find that these approaches are not mutually exclusive but 

work in tandem to meet the goals of a particular piece. It is up the artist to 

decide what techniques he/she will employ to instill his/her chosen 

meaning.  By unit’s end, students use their own judgment to strike a 

balance that works for them personally.  

 

3. How can we express a concept in physical form? 

 

Students will build a toolkit of techniques composed of both representative 

and conceptual techniques. This will allow them to pick and choose how 

best to take on a particular project. Media choice (I will address this 

especially in my first lesson on lighting) will also aid in helping students 

match an idea with the material best suited to represent it.  

 

 

Activities, Resources and Materials Needed – See previous chart 

 

 

Ongoing Assessments:  

 

Lesson I:   Pre-lecture discussion to determine level of familiarity with light in art   

 

     End-of-lesson critique in which students are asked which medium worked best  

                  with each type of lighting and why.  

 

     Rubric-determined final grade 

    

Lesson II: Taking notes on students’: 

 

•  Willingness to use primaries in order to reach a desired color. 

  •  Effort to understand the fundamentals of RYB mixing in colored pencil. 

 

    Rubric-determined final grade 



 

Lesson III: Pre-lecture discussion to determine level of prior knowledge of multi-sensory 

      art techniques 

 

Half-Minute Note Card strategy (Blythe, p. 86) at end of lesson asking: 

 

        •  “What did you find most helpful or interesting in today’s lesson?” 

        • “What frustrated you most in this lesson?” 

 

Lesson IV: Individual mid-project student meetings 

 

        Peer-to-peer assessment of questionnaire portraits 

 

Lesson V: Student meetings (three students per group) to discuss project plans. 

 

      Short (2 – 3 paragraphs) explanation of project reasoning. 

 

 

Standards Met: Pennsylvania Standards for the Arts and Humanities 

 

A. • Elements 

- Color 

- Form/shape 

 

                 • Principles 

  - Emphasis/focal point 

  - Unity/harmony 

 

B.      - Paint 

           - Draw 

           - Craft 

 

C. Delineate a unifying theme through the production of a work of art that 

reflects skills in media processes and techniques. 

 

   H.   Incorporate the effective and safe use of materials, equipment and tools into  

          the production of works in the arts at work and performance spaces. 

 

K.  Analyze and evaluate the use of traditional and contemporary technologies in 

  furthering knowledge and understanding in the humanities. 

 

 

 

 

 



Research Conducted: 

 

 The research conducted for this unit plan can be separated into three main 

categories: activity based, art historical, and locally performed. I first reviewed lessons 

I’ve experienced since high school, searching for any I found especially interesting or 

especially awful. I also filed through “The Incredible @rt Department” at 

http://www.princetonol.com/groups/iad/ to generate ideas and read postings from current 

teachers. Once I had my featured lesson (lesson III) planned out, I read articles pertaining 

to automatic drawing and “cloud” drawing to incorporate into my slide presentation. 

These sources led me to the final Surrealist project.   

Lesson II was inspired by a color mixing activity I had in an oil painting class. I 

reviewed the main components of color theory and tested the lesson myself. My activity 

research also included composing a questionnaire for lesson IV that I had peer reviewed. 

I developed these 15 questions carefully, trying to access students’ personalities without 

getting too personal.  

Besides referring to the Studio Thinking, Teaching for Understanding Guide, and 

Assessment in Art Education texts, I relied on Gardner’s Art Through the Ages as a 

starting point when finding art historical references. Lesson I included studying works by 

J.M. Turner and Edward Hopper, both in text and online at http://www.metmuseum.org. I 

also read of the harsh white lighting in Manet’s Olymia as his referencing photography 

and built this into my Keynote presentation.  Lesson IV included references to post WWI 

German Expressionists; the haunting images of Dix and Grosz tell more about their 

subjects’ personalities and environments than about the way they actually looked.  For 

lesson V I turned to Waldberg’s Surrealism to gain a better understanding of the 

psychological components of the movement. This text also referred to Surrealism in film 

and introduced me to Maya Deren’s Meshes of the Afternoon.  

Finally, some aspects of my lessons were inspired by first-hand observations on 

campus and in downtown State College. Laurie dill-Kocher’s fabric display of The Dawn 

of Magic fit well with my lesson on multi-sensory art-making, and the initial idea for 

designing a lesson on light came from my noticing a Starbucks bathed in green light, lit 

from the ground upwards. This experienced started me thinking about how dramatically a 

change in light can also change our perceptions of our surroundings.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



LESSON I: “Understanding Light Variables” 

 

 My unit begins with a lesson acknowledging the huge role that lighting plays 

when creating observational art. The source, temperature, and intensity of an 

environment’s light can change a scene completely. Light is frequently manipulated 

within the art room, but teachers often make these adjustments without explaining their 

reasoning clearly to students. I will use natural, incandescent, fluorescent, and candlelight 

sources to introduce students to the importance of this element and build their 

observational sensitivity. Each student will be given an 18”x24” sheet of heavy drawing 

paper which they will divide into four quadrants - one per light source. A single set of 

objects will be depicted in all four quadrants but under different lighting conditions.  

 

 This lesson also addresses media selection. Students will be given the choice of 

technical pencils, colored pencil, acrylic paint, or India ink when working on their 

quadrants. I’ll ask them to use their judgment when deciding which medium will work 

best with which type of lighting. By the week’s end, each student will have illustrated the 

object set in four different lighting settings and up to four different mediums.  

 

Lesson Materials 

 

18”x24” heavy drawing paper 

technical pencils 

acrylic paint 

India ink 

colored pencil 

candles 

 

References Consulted 

 

Kleiner and Mamiya, F.S. , C.J. (2004). Gardner's art through the ages. New York, NY: 

Wadsworth Publishing. 

 

Warrell and Kelly, I , F (2007). J.M.W. Turner. London: Tate Publishing. 

 

Art Institute of Chicago, (2008). Object information: edward hopper. Retrieved April 23, 

2008, from Art Institute of Chicago Web site: http://www.artic.edu/aic/ 

collections/artwork/111628 

 

Lesson Procedures 

 

Introduction 

 

I will begin by asking students “What are some of the key physical factors 

we consider when creating representational art?” We’ll discuss texture, scale, 

perspective, etc., and then I’ll introduce the lighting. I will stress the 



importance of this oft-underappreciated visual element by mentioning how 

light not only affects our artwork but also our mood, visual perceptions, state 

of mind and energy levels. 

 

Lesson Sequence 

 

1.) Students will gather for a Keynote presentation focused on elements of 

lighting in artmaking. I’ll reference J.M. Turner, Edward Hopper, and 

Manet’s Olympia. I’ll also incorporate James Turell’s contemporary 

installation piece Pleiades and include examples of industrial lighting vs. 

natural light specific to the community/around town. 

 

END DAY ONE 

  

2.) Today, each student will be given an 18”x24” piece of drawing paper. He/she 

will divide this into four equal quadrants. The art room will be prearranged 

with a group of objects (high value gradient surfaced objects like eggs, 

apples, tomatoes, pottery) surrounded by incandescent spotlights.  

 

3.) I will offer a variety of media – technical pencils, colored pencil, India ink, 

and acrylic paint – for students to choose from. I’ll ask them to make a 

selection that best fits the type of light they are observing.  

 

4.) Students will spend the rest of the period filling in their first quadrant as I 

circle the room for questions/consultation.  

 

END DAY TWO 

 

5.) Having completed part I, students will begin experimenting with natural 

light. I will either take the class outside for the period or to a part of the 

room/school that has expansive window space.  The same group of objects 

will be set up to observe though I will encourage students to include elements 

of the outdoor setting as well. 

  

6.) Students will draw/paint for the remainder of the class as I offer suggestions 

and answer questions.  

 

END DAY THREE 

 

7.) Fluorescent lighting will be the focus of day four. The procedure of the past 

two days will be followed – students will again be allowed to use their own 

judgment in selecting their medium.  

 

END DAY FOUR 

 



 

 

Lesson Closing 

 

On the last day of the lesson, candles will be used as a light source. The full 

period will be spent finishing this final quadrant. Following this, we will 

gather for a critique to discuss which light sources worked with which media.  

Students will then hand in their work or store it on their shelves to be graded. 

 

The rubric below will be used in summative assessment of Lessons I and II: 

 

 

  

0 - 2 

 

Needs  

Improvement 

 

 

3 

 

Fair 

 

4 

 

Good 

 

5 

 

Excellent 

 

Score 

 

/20 

 

Class 

participation 

 

(Introductory 

discussions, 

one-on-one 

consultations, 

critiques)  

 

 

Unresponsive/ 

absent  

 

Hostile to 

classmates 

 

 

Sometimes 

participates in 

teacher or 

group 

collaborations 

 

Indifferent to 

peer insights 

 

Participates in 

collaboration 

and class 

discussion 

regularly 

 

Deeply 

involved in 

teacher/peer 

collaboration 

and offers 

valuable 

insights 

 

 

Lesson Goals 

 

(Focusing on 

light/primary 

color mixing 

techniques) 

 

 

All goals are 

ignored 

 

Project veers 

from lesson 

intention 

 

 

Some attempt 

to perform 

lesson 

 

 

 

Pursues 

lesson goals 

and 

comprehends 

their 

significance 

 

Sharply 

focused on 

the lesson at 

hand 

and strong 

effort to 

understand its 

principles 

 

 

 

Craft 

 

(Materials are 

handled 

properly, 

composition 

is 

aesthetically 

pleasing) 

 

 

Project is 

damaged/ 

destroyed/ 

missing 

 

Little/some 

effort at using 

materials  

effectively 

 

 

 

 

 

Materials 

used well 

 

Composition 

is clear and 

satisfactory 

 

Materials are 

handled with 

great tact 

 

Layout design 

is well 

thought out 

 



 LESSON II: “Complementary-Color Grayscale Drawings” 

 

 Lesson III is designed to give students hands-on experience understanding the 

ways in which complementary colors work. Given color theory is such an expansive and 

nuanced topic of study, this lesson will hone in on a few introductory elements that can 

be covered within a week. My teaching will focus mainly on additive color mixing, 

though subtractive mixing will be mentioned at the beginning of the lesson. My goal is 

not to re-cover tired material or flood the student with data – for this reason my lesson is 

activity based.  

 

Lesson Materials 

 

14”x17” drawing paper 

Prismacolor colored pencils 

 

References Consulted 

 

Color Matter Web Staff, (2008). Color theory. Retrieved April 23, 2008, from Color 

Matters Web site: http://www.colormatters.com/colortheory.html 

 

Doherty, S.M. (May 2008).Colored pencil techniques related to painting. American artist. 

72, 74-81. 

 

Lesson Procedures 

 

Introduction: 

 

I will begin class with a demo-lecture outlining a few key elements of color 

theory. This will be a fairly broad and brief presentation touching upon the 

artistic, scientific, and psychological aspects of the subject. RGB vs. CYM 

mixing formats will also be discussed. I will then discuss reaching neutral 

gray tones by combining complements. A Power Point format will not be 

used in this lesson, as most of this introduction will be demonstrated.  

 

Lesson Sequence: 

 

1.) My demonstration will start with an introduction of the materials – for 

this lesson, simply colored pencils and drawing paper. I will put my 

introduction into action by combining complementary colors on a sheet of 

paper, occasionally using a colorless pencil for blending. This will allow 

students to see that combining complements really does produce neutral 

grays. Variations in temperature and tone will be shown through mixing red 

with green, blue with orange, and violet with yellow. I will also stress the use 

of multiple colors to achieve black instead of using a hue-less black.  

 

END DAY ONE 



 

2.) Students will each receive paper and a set of colored pencils. I will have 

prearranged objects for observation (fruits, vegetables, other objects with rich 

hues) though I’ll encourage students to find subjects of their own. Human 

models may also be used for observation. 

 

3.) Students will begin experimenting with complements. As I circle the room 

I’ll encourage students not focus on color combinations and experimentation 

rather than accurately depicting form. Process will be stress over results. 

Ongoing assessment will consist of noting students’: 

 

•  Willingness to use primaries in tandem instead of other mixing 

techniques. 

 

•  Effort to understand the fundamentals of RYB mixing in colored 

pencil. 

 

CONTINUE DAYS TWO – FIVE 

 

Lesson Closing: 

 

On day five, students will complete their drawings and the gather together 

for an informal critique. We will discuss variations in grayscale produced 

from different color combinations. After doing so, students will hand in their 

pieces for review and grading. 

 

 

LESSON III: “‘Hidden Object’ Multi-Sensory Art-making” 

 

This lesson introduces students to multi-modal art-making. Up to this point, students will 

have had instruction on issues of lighting, color and media choice, but none on individual 

interpretation. Over a 30-minute period, students will be challenged to use sound, 

physical texture, and their own cognition to represent a hidden object. The object will at 

times be shown in a compromised visual state, but never fully displayed as in a still life. 

Following these exercises, I will give a brief slide presentation to show how professional 

artists have used senses beyond sight or altered their usual manner of observation to find 

inspiration/generate ideas.  

 

Lesson Materials 

 

hidden object 

wooden box 

scrap paper 

technical pencils 

vine charcoal 

digital projector 



PowerPoint or Keynote 

QuickTime 

 

References Consulted 

 

“Son of Man” Reproduction. Received March 16, 2008 from 

 www.art.com/.../ sp--A/The_Son_of_Man.htm 

 

“Automatic Drawing.” Retrieved on March 20, 2008 from 

 www.moma.org/collection/ artist.php?artist_id=11  

 

Feist, P.H. (2002). Impressionism: 1860 - 1920: impressionism in france. Munich: 

Taschen. 

 

Waldberg, P. (1988). Surrealism. New York, NY: McGraw-Hill book Company. 

 

Spare, A.O., & Carter, F. (1916). Automatic Drawing. Form Magazine, 1, Retrieved 

March 20, 2008, from http://www.hermetic.com/spare/auto_drawing.html. 

 

Lesson Procedures 

 

Introduction 

  

I will briefly talk about the unit lessons we’ve completed so far, stressing the 

fact that these were highly visual. I will inform students that we’ll be heading 

in a very different direction during the next few lessons, but won’t elaborate 

until the activity is completed. Too much information and this point would 

spoil the lesson; students should be free of any preconceived ideas as to what 

they’ll be experiencing. Sketch paper, a few pencils and charcoal will be 

available at each table.   

 

Lesson Sequence 

 

1. Students will be shown a wooden box and told there is an object inside. I will 

ask them to feel the weight of the box/object and turn the box (gently) all 

around to hear the object moving about. The box will be passed from table to 

table until every student has interacted with it. I’ll then ask each student to 

draw the object based on his or her sensory-altered interaction. This drawing 

should take only 2-4 minutes.  

 

2. Next, I will ask students to individually come to the front of the room and 

reach inside the box to feel the object (the lid will prevent it from being 

seen.) After students have felt the object, I’ll ask them to return to their tables 

to sketch out another quick drawing, this time based on what they have felt.  

 



3. Once students have completed this drawing, I’ll ask them to look at the 

projection screen. I’ll ask them to pay close attention, and then play a 

QuickTime movie which will flash three photographs of the object. This 

group of images will only be shown once or twice, and each image will be on 

screen for only ½ second. Students will produce another 2-4 minute sketch. 

 

4. I will ask students to clear their minds, take a deep breath, and relax. I’ll also 

encourage them to close their eyes and forget about the stresses of the day. 

After I’ve established a calm atmosphere I will ask them to listen to the 

following word and note the first images that come to mind. These are 

personal associations the students have with the word. After I have said the 

word, I’ll ask for a final quick drawing/s of the mental imagery that came to 

mind.  

 

5. Finally, I will take the object from its box so that the students can see it 

clearly and explain what it is. I’ll ask the class what they think this activity 

was about. I’ll also ask how they felt during each one of the exercises. After 

listening/responding to the students, I will begin a short slide lecture 

explaining the ways in which artists have used multi-sensory exercises, 

personal object associations, and unusual drawing techniques to get their 

creative juices flowing. 

 

Lesson Closing 

 

 Students will briefly answer the following questions in their sketchbooks: 

 

  •  “What did you find most helpful or interesting in today’s lesson?” 

  • “What frustrated you most in this lesson?” 

 

I’ll end the class by telling students that we’ll continue to focus on concept 

and personal meaning for the next several weeks. I’ll ask them to stay 

open minded and experimental, adding that we’ll incorporate the 

representative skills we’ve built up later in the unit. I’ll also ask them to 

think about what truly defines them as individuals in preparation for the 

next activity (the questionnaire-based portrait).  

 

 

LESSON IV: “Questionnaire Peer-Portrait” 

 

In this section of my unit, students will learn about figurative portraiture. While 

“art as record-keeping” ended over a century-and-a-half ago, the desire of artists 

to capture dynamic personalities two-dimensionally did not. The means of 

accomplishing this are varied and fascinating, as artists have pushed beyond 

visual observation to express subtler meanings. Over the next two weeks, 

students will consider: 

 



 • What does portrait-making look like in the 21
st
 century? 

 • In what ways can we express a personality through art? 

 • What can I express in a work of art that a photograph cannot? 

 

By creating a portrait of a classmate based on a questionnaire, the student will 

begin addressing these questions. Such experience will aid in the development of 

Lesson V as well. 

 

Lesson Materials 

 

canvas board 

illustration board 

acrylic paint 

colored pencils 

mixed-media 

heavy drawing paper 

 

References Consulted 

 

Basquiat.com, (2008). Art. Retrieved April 25, 2008, from Basquiat Web site: 

http://www.basquiat.com/art.php 

 

Kleiner and Mamiya, F.S. , C.J. (2004). Gardner's art through the ages. New York, NY: 

Wadsworth Publishing. 
 

Lesson Procedures 

 

 Introduction:  

 

This lesson will begin with a presentation on German 

Expressionism/Dadaism – specifically looking at the work of Otto Dix and 

George Grosz. Using Keynote, I’ll talk about how these two artists infused 

their paintings (focusing on portraits like Remembering Uncle August) 

with elements of personality and environment. I’ll also show a few images 

of Jean-Michel Basquiat’s to further this idea. 

 

 Lesson Sequence 

 

1.) Each student will receive a questionnaire with the following questions: 

  

1.) Where were you born? 

2.) What is your ideal job? 

3.) Briefly describe a favorite childhood memory. 

4.) Describe your family (1 brother, stepsister, etc.) 



5.) What is your passion? 

6.) Briefly describe a traumatic/bad memory of yours (write only 

what you feel comfortable sharing).  

7.) What is your “motto”? 

8.) Describe your family customs. 

9.) What do you fear? 

10.) Where would you most like to live? 

11.) What do you look forward to each day? 

12.) Who is your hero? 

13.) Why do you make art? 

14.) What’s the best piece of advice you’ve heard? 

15.) Name one worldwide problem you wish you could solve. 

 

2.) I will then collect all questionnaires and redistribute them randomly. 

Students will be asked to not discuss questionnaire ownership 

throughout the duration of the project – this will aid in refraining the 

student from creating a representational portrait of his/her classmate.  

 

 

3.) Portrait supplies (a wide variety open to student additional student 

ideas) will be made available and students will be told to create a    

portrait using only the information on their questionnaires. Following 

this, students will sketch out creative possibilities to consider what 

information they will focus on.  

 

4.) I will meet with each student individually to discuss project ideas. 

After this discussion of possible creative avenues, students should have 

a rough framework of how their artwork will unfold.  

 

 

5.) Students will spend the remainder of the next two weeks working on 

their portraits. As always, I’ll offer consultation and conceptual/media 

suggestions throughout this process.  

 

6.) The majority of the last lesson day will be spent in critique. 

Questionnaire identities will be revealed and students will see/react to 

peer depictions.  

 

Lesson Closing 

 



I will distribute a review handout asking each student to evaluate the 

portrait made by his/her peer. The following questions will be asked: 

 

 • How well does this piece describe you? 

 • What aspects of this piece are most personal? 

• Is this piece a “truer” description of who you are than a realistic   

depiction/photograph?  

 • What suggestions do you have for improvement? 

 • What grade would you assign this piece? 

 

Portraits will be collected along with student reviews. I will read over 

each review and consider their comments when grading.  

 

 

LESSON V: “Surrealist-Inspired Final Artwork” 

 

This unit culminates with a project inspired by Surrealist philosophy and art-

making techniques. I’ve chosen this movement as a final jumping off point 

because some of its key elements apply to what students have learned in the unit 

thus far: 

 

 •  Techniques to strengthen representational skills 

 •  Techniques to strengthen obscure concepts and meaning-making 

 

“Surrealism” is a broad and multifaceted topic of study, and my employment of it 

in this unit is simplified. I will exclusively present Surrealist works that have 

elements of both traditional representation and conceptual abstraction; these 

include pieces by Ernst, de Chirico, Magritte and Dalí.  

 

Lesson Materials 

 

mixed-media 

oil sticks  

acrylic paint 

canvas board 

 

 

References Consulted 

 

Hablanain, G.A. (2008).Surrealist at work. Armenian Reporter. 59, C6. 
 

Waldberg, P. (1988). Surrealism. New York, NY: McGraw-Hill book Company. 
 

Lesson Procedures 

 

 Introduction 



 

I will give a short lecture the on the Surrealist mentioned above in which I 

will highlight their interest in Freudian psychology, the subconscious, and 

symbolism. Students will then watch Maya Daren’s Meshes of the 

Afternoon (1944) as in introduction to Surrealism in cinema. Following 

the viewing, I’ll guide a class discussion about interpreting this film.  

 

 

 Lesson Sequence  

 

1.) I will assign an artwork to be completed within the next two weeks 

focusing on Surrealist principles like metaphor, the subconscious, and 

realism combined with fantasy. Students will have more freedom in 

this project than in any preceding it. By this time they have been 

exposed to a variety of art historical references and art-making 

techniques and it will be up to them to decide how they will proceed. I 

will assist in galvanizing ideas (suggesting the use of dream journals, 

experimental drawing techniques, etc.) as studio work begins. 

 

2.) After 3-5 days of independent work, students will meet in groups of 

three to discuss their projects thus far.  

 

3.) Students will work on their pieces for the remainder of the unit. I will 

meet with individuals periodically as they continue onward.  

 

 Lesson Closing  

 

After all projects are complete, I’ll ask students to write a brief (2–3 

paragraphs) explanation of their artwork. I’ll also ask what they’ve found 

most valuable over the last six weeks and what they found 

confusing/meaningless. This will help me to determine which portions of 

my unit “stuck” with the student and which did not.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Generative Topic: Exploring Art-making Approaches: Representation, Concept, and 

Meaning in Art  

 

Grade Level: 9-12 

 

Key Concepts: Introducing a range of art-making perspectives and understanding how 

they work, mediation between realistic and abstract art 

 

Additional Preceding/following Topics:  

 

Preceding: Understanding Tone and Texture 

       Dynamic Page Composition 

 

Following: Sculpture-Collages: Breaking Out of Two Dimensions 

        

References Consulted:  

 

Art Institute of Chicago, (2008). Object information: edward hopper. Retrieved April 23, 

2008, from Art Institute of Chicago Web site: http://www.artic.edu/aic/ 

collections/artwork/111628 

 

Basquiat.com, (2008). Art. Retrieved April 25, 2008, from Basquiat Web site: 

http://www.basquiat.com/art.php 

 

“Son of Man” Reproduction. Received March 16, 2008 from 

 www.art.com/.../ sp--A/The_Son_of_Man.htm 

 

“Automatic Drawing.” Retrieved on March 20, 2008 from 

 www.moma.org/collection/ artist.php?artist_id=11  

 

Blythe, T. and associates (1998). The teaching for understanding guide. San Francisco, 

CA: Jossey-Bass 

 

Color Matter Web Staff, (2008). Color theory. Retrieved April 23, 2008, from Color 

Matters Web site: http://www.colormatters.com/colortheory.html 

 

Doherty, S.M. (May 2008).Colored pencil techniques related to painting. American 

artist. 72, 74-81. 

 

Feist, P.H. (2002). Impressionism: 1860 - 1920: impressionism in france. Munich: 

Taschen. 

 

Hablanain, G.A. (2008).Surrealist at work. Armenian Reporter. 59, C6. 

 



Kleiner and Mamiya, F.S. , C.J. (2004). Gardner's art through the ages. New York, NY: 

Wadsworth Publishing. 

 

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, (2007). Edward Hopper. Retrieved April 27, 2008, 

from The Metropolitan Museum of Art Web site: 

http://www.metmuseum.org/search/iquery.asp?command=text&datascope=all&attr1=hop

per&x=6&y=9 

 

Roher and Decker, K. and J. (2007). Incredible @rt Department. Retrieved February 5, 

2008, from Incredible @rt Department Web site: http://www.princetonol.com/groups/iad/ 

 

Waldberg, P. (1988). Surrealism. New York, NY: McGraw-Hill book Company. 

 

Warrell and Kelly, I , F (2007). J.M.W. Turner. London: Tate Publishing. 

 

Spare, A.O., & Carter, F. (1916). Automatic Drawing. Form Magazine, 1, Retrieved 

March 20, 2008, from http://www.hermetic.com/spare/auto_drawing.html. 

 

 

Rationale:  

 

The ways in which we define and critique art are continually changing. 

Advancements in technology, shifting aesthetic philosophies, and socio-political trends 

have always kept the art world in a state of flux. This makes artistic exploration both 

exciting and, at times, frustratingly ambiguous. One may ask, “How can both a 

Caravaggio painting and Malevich’s Black Square be called ‘art’?” Such a question has 

no easy answer, and it is up to the individual be shape his/her own way of experiencing 

and creating art. Students often have difficulty reaching this point, and have particular 

trouble reconciling representational pieces with ones conceptually abstracted. My goal 

during this unit is to bridge the gap between these two seemingly disparate realms. 

 This unit will explore techniques for realistic rendering as well galvanize the 

imagination of the student-artist. This will be accomplished over a six-week period, 

during which five lessons will unfold. The first half of the unit will focus on illusionistic 

representation through a lesson on atmospheric lighting and a lesson on color theory. The 

second half of the unit will exercise students’ interpretive skills and imaginative problem 

solving. The two lessons in the second half consist of a multi-modal interpretive activity 

and a peer questionnaire-based portrait. A final project combining representational skills 

and conceptual depth (Surrealist metaphors, distortions and abstractions) will make up 

the last two weeks. Art historical references like the seascapes of J.M. Turner, the non-

representational portraits of Dix/Grosz/Hartley, and the Surrealist interest in the 

subconscious will be peppered throughout the six-week unit duration.  

 

 

 

 


